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The Last Dialogue

15. that their Lord, from behind their faces, Indeed, they will be surely partitioned Day

16. in the Hellfire, indeed, they will burn. Then, they winked at one another.

17. of you used to is what, This, it will be said. Then, deny it.

18. will be surely of the righteous, the record, Indeed! Nay, you used to laugh at it.

19. is Illiyun what can make you know, And what, 

20. , written A book, 

21. those brought near, Witness it, 

22. bliss will be surely in, the righteous   , Indeed, 

23. observing, thrones on, 

24. of the radiance, their faces, You will recognize, 

25. , sealed a pure wine, They will be given to drink, 

26. let, that And for, will be of musk, Its seal, 

27. the aspirers, 

28. , Tasnim is of, And its mixture, 

29. those brought near, from it, A spring will drink, 

30. they winked at one, by them, they passed, And when, 
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they would return, their people to their homeland. And when they returned, they saw their people. And when they saw their people, they returned, and they were going astray. Indeed, they and their people surely have gone astray. And when they returned, they said: ‘Surely, we have gone astray.’

As guardians over them, they were sent. But not of the disbelievers, those who believed. Indeed, on the thrones they will laugh. Those who were paid has not been paid to the disbelievers. What have you observed? Have not you observed? They used for what has not been paid, they will laugh. Indeed, they and their people surely have gone astray.